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Summary__________________________________________________________
*** Test the new Magic E-Coloring ***
Color the book like a real coloring book day by day. The pictures will be stored in the eBook.Use
different styles and colors, make a coloring movie or use the magic self-coloring feature. With the
first book you can test the various functions. The book is optimized for iPad. Ad-Free fun for girls
and boys.
1-2-3 E-Coloring-Book eBook - Free to Join
eBook ID: 1--0767080c9f | Author: Color Vidobia

Others book from Color Vidobia
3-2-1 EMOONYS START
The Emoonys Book Series
Living books - multi touch on, move, puzzle, build and play in the emoonys' world.
Use up to four fingers to bring the emoonys to the place they like. So you make them happy and they will
turn blue like a blue moon. In the start book we introduce you the emoonys and their relatives, the tiny
and the BIG ones. Discover which one you like the most.
In each of the other books you will find 30 challenges of making the emoonys happy as quickly as ...

ANIMAL ABC – E-COLORING-BOOK
Color the book like a real coloring book day by day. The pictures will be stored in the eBook. Use different styles and
colors, make a coloring movie or use the magic self-coloring feature. Includes 27 different drawings. The book is
optimized for iPad...
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CARS – E-COLORING-BOOK
Color the book like a real coloring book day by day. The pictures will be stored in the eBook. Use different
styles and colors, make a coloring movie or use the magic self-coloring feature. Includes 24 different
drawings. The book is optimized for iPad...

3-2-1 EMOONYS START
Die Emoonys Bücher Reihe
Lebendige Bücher - berühre, bewege, puzzle, baue und spiele in der Emoony Welt.
Benutze bis zu vier Fingern und bringe die Emoonys an den Platz, den sie lieben. Damit machst Du sie
glücklich und sie färben sich blau. In der Start Ausgabe stellen wir Dir die Emoonys und ihre Verwandten
die tiny und die BIG vor. Entdecke, welche Emoonys dir am besten gefallen.
Jedes weitere Emoony-Buch enthält dreißig neue Herausforderungen. Bewältige sie...

FANTASY MAGIC
Magic Adult E-Coloring-Books By Color Vidobia
Offering a new and funny way of coloring. With an integrated pattern mixing machine you can fill in the
picture color by color and create your distinct work of art. Reset, start again and you will get another
unrivaled version of the picture.
Use the color guidance or switch to the advanced pencil mode to recreate your own and outstanding
version of the painting itself.
Be creative, be relaxed and be happy...

ANIMAL MAGIC
Magic Adult E-Coloring-Books By Color Vidobia
Offering a new and funny way of coloring. With an integrated pattern mixing machine you can fill in the
picture color by color and create your distinct work of art. Reset, start again and you will get another
unrivaled version of the picture.
Use the color guidance or switch to the advanced pencil mode to recreate your own and outstanding
version of the painting itself.
Be creative, be relaxed and be happy...

MANDALAS AND MORE - E-COLORING-BOOK
Color the book like a real coloring book day by day. The pictures will be stored in the eBook. Use different
styles and colors, make a coloring movie or use the magic self-coloring feature. Includes 40 different
drawings. The book is optimized for iPad...

SURPRISE ME! E-COLORING-BOOK
24 funny pictures in a calendar. Discover a new picture every day. Use it as a normal calendar with a day by day
surprise for your kids, as an x-mas calendar or as a countdown calendar up to a special day like halloween. The
calendar starts with the first opening of the book, but end date and mode can be set.
Color the book like a real coloring book day by day. The pictures will be stored in the eBook. Use different styles and
colors, make a coloring movie or use the magic self-coloring ...
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❆25❆ CHRISTMAS MAGIC
*** Special christmas edition includes 25 pictures ***
Magic E-Painting-Books
Offering a new and funny way of painting. With an integrated pattern mixing machine you can fill in the
picture color by color and create your distinct work of art. Reset, start again and you will get another
unrivaled version of the picture.
Use the color guidance to create your own and outstanding version of the painting itself.
Be creative, be relaxed and be happy...

HALLOWEEN MAGIC
Magic Adult E-Coloring-Books By Color Vidobia
Offering a new and funny way of coloring. With an integrated pattern mixing machine you can fill in the
picture color by color and create your distinct work of art. Reset, start again and you will get another
unrivaled version of the picture.
Use the color guidance or switch to the advanced pencil mode to recreate your own and outstanding
version of the painting itself.
Be creative, be relaxed and be happy...

EMOONYS ❶
The Emoonys Book Series
Living books - multi touch on, move, puzzle, build and play in the emoonys' world.
Use up to four fingers to bring the emoonys to the place they like. So you make them happy and they will
turn blue like a blue moon.
In this book you will find 30 challenges of making the emoonys happy as quickly as you can...

EMOONYS TINY ❶
The Emoonys Book Series
Living books - multi touch on, move, puzzle, build and play in the emoonys' world.
Use up to four fingers to bring the emoonys to the place they like. So you make them happy and they will
turn blue like a blue moon.
In this book you will find 30 challenges of making the tiny emoonys happy as quickly as you can...

LOVE MAGIC
Magic Adult E-Coloring-Books By Color Vidobia
Offering a new and funny way of coloring. With an integrated pattern mixing machine you can fill in the
picture color by color and create your distinct work of art. Reset, start again and you will get another
unrivaled version of the picture.
Use the color guidance or switch to the advanced pencil mode to recreate your own and outstanding
version of the painting itself.
Be creative, be relaxed and be happy...

EMOONYS BIG ❶
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The Emoonys Book Series
Living books - multi touch on, move, puzzle, build and play in the emoonys' world.
Use up to four fingers to bring the emoonys to the place they like. So you make them happy and they will
turn blue like a blue moon.
In this book you will find 30 challenges of making the BIG emoonys happy as quickly as you can...

WILDLIFE MAGIC
Magic Adult E-Coloring-Books By Color Vidobia
Offering a new and funny way of coloring. With an integrated pattern mixing machine you can fill in the
picture color by color and create your distinct work of art. Reset, start again and you will get another
unrivaled version of the picture.
Use the color guidance or switch to the advanced pencil mode to recreate your own and outstanding
version of the painting itself.
Be creative, be relaxed and be happy...
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The Booksmatter offers most well-loved eBooks, suggestions and ratings from our visitors. Make
certain to take a look at the special collections for fascinating finds. There are more than 4,000
eBooks available in this site in formats compatible to many eReaders (PDF, Kindle, ePubs, iPad,
iBooks and more). Almost all of them can be downloaded free of charge and more books are added to
the library continuously. Delighted reading!
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